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Abstract At present, there are two approaches that aim at explaining on physical grounds the psychoacoustic perception of conso-
nance and dissonance for dyads, whose pioneers have been, respectively, Galilei and Helmholtz: One is based on the “compactness”
of the waveform of the combined signal, while the other on the absence of “roughness” due to possible beats. We perform a detailed
study of each approach and find that none of the associated model versions, not even the more refined ones, is fully satisfactory when
faced to perceptual data on dyads. We show that combining the two approaches results instead in a surprisingly successful agreement
with perceptual data: This demonstrates that compactness and roughness are both necessary ingredients for a phenomenological
description of consonance and dissonance.

Graphical abstract

1 Introduction

Providing an explanation to account for the auditory perceptions of consonance and dissonance (C &D) in music, in particular for
intervals (dyads) and triadic chords (triads), is an extremely fascinating issue, which attracted the attention of many generations
of scientists, and which is still an open arena for scientific debate, the actual functioning of our hearing system being not fully
understood [1]. The present paper aims at giving a contribution to the scientific discussion about C &D, from the point of view of
physics and its methodologies. C &D are defined here according to their literal meaning (in Latin, the prefixes con and dis stand for
unity and division, respectively), that is whether two sounds are perceived to mix well or not.

The problem of justifying on a physical basis the perceptions of C &D started to be formulated in a quantitative way since the
beginning of modern science, with the insights of G. Galilei about dyad’s periodicity, under the form of a commensurability (or
coincidence) theory [2], which triggered contributions and debates from many other scientists [3–5], also in relation to the later
discoveries about higher harmonics. A breakthrough in the field was represented by the proposal of H. Helmholtz [6], who rather
suggested an approach based on the absence of the roughness sensation associated with beats (but see also Ref. [5] about the insights
by F. Foderà). As we will argue, these two pioneering approaches gave rise to the two categories of explanations for C &D that we
will denote for short “compactness” and “roughness.” The former might also be denoted “periodicity/harmonicity,” according to the
definitions given in the extensive models review of Ref. [7], where the additional category of “cultural familiarity” is introduced.
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In general, these two categories have been considered to be alternative and somewhat competing. While for the models based on
roughness, the C &D indicator is a continuous function of the dyad’s frequency ratio, for models based on compactness, the C &D
indicator is rather naturally discontinuous, so that some procedure might be introduced to render it more physical. Actually, none
of the representative models of these two categories emerged as a fully satisfactory explanation of the perceptual data: There are
indeed many models among these two categories displaying a comparable degree of correlation with perceptual observations [7,
8]. Recently, the hypothesis that some model resulting from a mixing of other models might be more successful than the constituent
ones was considered [7, 8]. For instance, the “composite model” of Ref. [7] results from the mixing of three models, two from the
categories above, and one cultural familiarity model: The numerical studies based on correlation coefficients revealed however that,
for dyads, its performance is marginally better than that for the pure roughness model.

In this paper, we carry out a complete analysis to assess whether a single refined model among the two categories of compactness
and roughness,1 or rather a combination of them, might provide a satisfactory explanation of the perceptual data on C &D for dyads.
We directly collect these data by performing a test on a group of 20 people. Our data for the 12 dyads of the just intonation chromatic
scale turn out to be in good agreement with previous similar datasets. In addition, we collect datasets for the corresponding 12
compound intervals and for 14 microtonal intervals: This allows to have an extended dataset of 38 dyads, to be compared with model
predictions by means of the chi-square test.

We first study the two categories separately, discuss their strengths and weaknesses in accounting for the perceptual data and isolate
a few best models for each; by means of the chi-square test, we show that even the best models have intrinsic difficulties in explaining
some relevant features of the perceptual observations. As for the category of compactness, we provide a unified description, based
on physical grounds (and which at the best of our knowledge is original), of the zoo of proposed models, from the oldest one by
G. Galilei [2] to some of the most recent ones [7, 9, 10]; we also explicitly demonstrate why periodicity and harmonicity models
are practically equivalent. As for the roughness category [6], after a reanalysis of some of the former models [11–13], we discuss
the importance of including, in addition to the first-order beatings of the mistuned unison, also the most relevant second-order ones,
namely the mistuned octave and fifth [14].

We then build explicit models combining the two approaches of compactness and roughness. We find that all such combined
models (and not just a particular selection of them) are highly successful when confronted with the perceptual observations and
perform significantly better than the constituent models. This is a non-trivial result and shows that when one approach underestimates
the C &D at some datapoint, the other approach overestimates it by precisely the same amount, so that their cooperation results in an
agreement with perceptual observations. This demonstrates that compactness and roughness are both fundamental ingredients for
an effective explanation of C &D. In the C &D combined model function, the consonance peaks turn out to be mainly related to the
compactness of the perceived signal, while the dissonance pminima turn out to be mainly related to the roughness due to beatings.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, after a review of some previous datasets on dyads C &D, we describe the methodology
used to perform our 38 intervals test and comment on the associated results. In Sect. 3, we focus on the compactness approach,
giving a unified description of the many periodicity and harmonicity models proposed; we then evaluate their performance with
respect to the results of our test. Section 4 is devoted to the roughness approach: After a review of the previous models, we discuss
the relevance of the weight functions for the harmonics and estimate the impact of including the second-order beats. In Sect. 5,
we explicitly build and test many combined models of compactness and roughness. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Sect. 6. In
Appendix 1, we display the results of our test, while Appendix 2 contains an analysis of some mathematical models related to the
periodicity approach.

2 Testing consonance and dissonance

According to the classical tradition, the first systematic attempts to test dyad’s C &D were carried out on the monochord by Pythagoras
and his school. The findings were that dyads’s consonance is related to the simplest ratios of integer numbers, or equivalently to
the simplest ratios of the lengths of the two monochord’s string segments.2 The recognized consonances were only three 3: calling
the dyad’s frequencies f1 and f2, with f1 < f2, they correspond, in order of decreasing consonance, to the ratios f2/ f1 � 2/1
(diapason), 3/2 (diapente), 4/3 (diatessaron). In the present musical notation, they belong to the just intonation (or natural) scale
and are denoted as perfect octave (P8), fifth (P5) and fourth (P4), respectively. These dyads were used for the sake of tuning and as
building blocks of the ancient Greek modes (harmonies).

After a few centuries, the major sixth (M6) and major third (M3) were upgraded to the status of imperfect consonances, later
followed by the minor sixth (m6) and minor third (m3). In the just scale, these dyads correspond, respectively, to the ratios

1 We do not consider the category of cultural familiarity since, as will be discussed in more details later, this aspect is not independent on the methodology
followed to perform the test. Its impact can be minimized by using a neutral timbre for the sounds and by asking participants not to interpret C &D according
to the subjective concept of pleasant/unpleasant or familiar/unfamiliar, but rather according to the more literal and objective concept of unity/division.
2 The formal relation between frequency, string length, tension and string mass density was to be derived much later by the scientists of the 17th century,
including M. Mersenne and G. Galilei.
3 The Pythagorean school admitted only integers up to 4. The unison (P1) is omitted as it is not strictly speaking a dyad.
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Fig. 1 Comparison of the results
of three 12 intervals tests:
Schwartz et al. [15], Bowling
et al. [17] and our test. The error
bars represent the standard
deviation

f2/ f1 � 5/3, 5/4, 8/5, 6/5. Dissonant intervals were considered to be the major and minor seconds and sevenths (M2, m2, M7,
m7) and the tritone (TT), which in the just scale are characterized by the ratios displayed in Fig. 1.

Apart from the dyad’s classifications encoded in Western musical theory and composition manuals (which might slightly differ
according to the authors and their epochs), the first attempts to provide an objective ranking to the degree of C &D of a dyad date
back to the beginning of the 19th century, as reviewed in Ref. [5]. In the following, we review the results of a few former tests,
discuss the motivations which led us to perform our own test, and comment on the associated results.

2.1 Former tests

In their work, Schwartz et al. [15] review the results of a few tests, performed in the years from 1897 to 1918; the most relevant
among these old tests is probably the one carried out in 1918 by Malmberg [16] (it was for instance adopted as reference test in the
work by Hutchinson and Knopoff [13] about roughness models). Schwartz et al. [15] provide median values for the results of these
old tests: We report them in Fig. 1, after normalization by using a scale from 0 to 1. The rankings, in order of decreasing consonance
(or, equivalently in order of increasing dissonance), are P8, P5, P4, M3 and M6, m6, m3, TT, m7 and M2, M7, m2. The steps in
decreasing consonance being all equal, it is unclear if the data just represent some ordering in ranking or if they can be interpreted
as absolute values. In addition, there are no estimates of error bars, nor information about the type of sounds used. In any case, the
results turn out to agree quite well with the classical ordering mentioned previously.

A detailed recent test is the one carried out in 2018 by Bowling et al. [17], which deserves to be mentioned and used as reference
for comparison (as done for instance in the many models analysis of Ref. [7]). They tested all 12 dyads, 66 triads, and 220 tetrads
that can be formed using the intervals specified by the chromatic scale over one octave. In order to generate the sounds, they used a
synthesized piano, with just intonation ratios; the fundamental frequency of the tones in each chord was adjusted so that the mean
value of the fundamental frequencies of the tones was middle C. They asked their 30 participants, 15 musicians and 15 non-musicians
to give a rank from 1 to 4, in increasing order of consonance, defined as the musical pleasantness or attractiveness of a sound. Their
results for the mean values and the associated standard deviations can be found in the supplemental material of Ref. [17]; we
reproduce their results for the dyads in Fig. 1, adapting them to a scale from 0 to 1. One can notice that the rankings are quite
standard, except for the low scores of the P4, M6 and m6 intervals. So, they find the ordering: P8, P5, M3, P4, M6 and m3, m6, TT,
M2, M7 and m7, m2. This results in relatively high scores attributed to the M3, considered to be more consonant than the P4, and to
the m3, considered to be as consonant as the M6. We think that the exceptional performances of the M3 and m3 might be explained
as follows: Since the high rankings for the M3 and m3 were attributed especially by the group of musicians, the pleasantness of the
thirds might be due to a bias associated with cultural familiarity for this group (especially for pianists, as we directly experienced
in our test).

It is worth to emphasize that, in the perceptual tests, it is assumed that C &D are not independent quantities: They are related in
such a way that their numerical values are complementary (and not, for instance, inversely proportional). In particular, using values
in the range [0, 1], C &D turn out to be complementary to one, C + D � 1.
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Fig. 2 Results of our 38 intervals test. The error bars correspond to the standard deviation

2.2 Our test

In order to avoid possible biases due to a peculiar timbre of an instrument, we carried out our test on dyads by generating complex
tones with 10 harmonics, having weights (Fourier coefficients) decreasing as 1/n. This choice allows to have a tone with a richer
harmonic content than for instance, in the case of a plucked string, for which the weights decrease as 1/n2. A different decay time
for each harmonic was modeled by an exponential, e−nt/τ , with τ � 2 s. The latter exponential factor is found also in the case of a
plucked string and is associated to energetic reasons (the shortest wavelength modes dissipate energy more rapidly than the lowest
ones). Still, the choice of τ � 2 s allows to have a tone with a sufficiently persistent harmonic content in its attack. The sounds lasted
2.7 s, with the last 100 ms of the sound smoothed by a Gaussian envelope (to avoid “click” effects in the end). These tones were
then used as reference stimuli for our test. Since their timbre does not correspond to the timbre of any real instrument, we denote
such timbre as a “neutral” one, for short.

We generated 38 dyads, taking the fundamental frequency of f1 as middle C (namely f1 � 261.63 Hz), and adjusting f2 according
to the frequency ratios shown in Fig. 2. As we will show in the following, for the sake of discriminating among the models of C
&D, it is useful to extend the test to intervals beyond the octave and to microtonal intervals. For the first octave, we selected the 12
microtonal intervals with frequency ratios4: 33/32, 11/10, 7/6, 11/9, 9/7, 11/8, 16/11, 14/9, 18/11, 7/4, 11/6, 27/14. We thus collected
24 data points for the first octave. For the second octave, we selected the 12 compound intervals (for which we adopt the notation
cm2, cM2, etc.), plus a couple of particularly significant microtonal intervals5 with frequency ratios 33/16 and 7/2.

We considered 20 participants, of varying ages and musical education, among our students and colleagues. Each was asked to
evaluate the C &D according to a scale from 1 to 5, corresponding to very dissonant, mildly dissonant, not dissonant nor consonant,
mildly consonant, very consonant. To minimize the impact of cultural familiarity, we emphasized not to use the subjective categories
of pleasant/unpleasant and familiar/unfamiliar, but rather to judge about the (in principle more objective) degree of unity/division
of the sound stimulus, namely whether the two sounds are perceived to mix well together or not. Upon rescaling the results using a
scale from 0 to 1, we reproduce in Fig. 2 the mean value of the score given to each interval, with the error bar corresponding to the
standard deviation. The error bar is asymmetric when it would exceed the range from 0 to 1. The numerical values are collected in
Table 5 of Appendix 1. Due to the psychoacoustic nature of the test, we expect that the error bars would not be reduced significantly
by adding more participants.

Before analyzing the results for the microtonal and compound intervals, it is worth to compare our results for the standard 12
intervals with the results of the previously mentioned tests, as done in Fig. 1. In our test, the intervals that obtained a score higher
than 0.3 are, in decreasing order of consonance, P8, P5, P4, M6, M3, m6: We thus obtained the standard ordering, similarly to
Schwartz et al. [15]. The dissonant intervals are, in increasing order of dissonance, m7, m3, TT and M7, M2, m2. Notice the modest
performance of the m3 and M3 in our test, with respect to the other tests.

We now focus on the results for the microtonal and compound intervals, shown in Fig. 2. The pattern of scores for the second
octave is not equal to that of the first octave: The cP8 is less consonant than the P8; the cM3 is more consonant than the cP4; the

4 We selected these ratios as they are relatively simple fractions and correspond to tones which are quite in the middle of two adjacent tones of the just
intonation chromatic scale.
5 For the second octave, we did not add other microtonal intervals in order to make the test not too heavy.
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dissonances of the compound intervals are softer than the corresponding simple ones. Compactness and roughness models have in
general different predictions for simple and corresponding compound intervals; however, the periodicity/harmonicity models based
on the concept of “pitch class” [18–20] do not, by construction: For this reason, we will not consider them in the following analysis.

The most suitable statistical test to check the agreement between our datasets and the predictions of a specific (compactness or
roughness) theoretical model is the chi-square test. Previous analysis, like for instance Ref. [7], considered the partial correlation
between model predictions and average consonance ratings: This methodology is less robust than the chi-square, as it loses the
important information on the error bars. Considering the linear correlation between the ordering in the ranks of the model and the
one of a dataset, as done in Ref. [21], is an even weaker statistical test.

3 The compactness approach and related models

As already mentioned, the compactness approach includes two categories of models that can be denoted as periodicity and har-
monicity, for short. The periodicity category corresponds to the models that relate the perception of C &D to the compactness of the
waveform of the dyadic signal, according to the criterion that the shorter (longer) is the “global period” of the dyadic signal with
respect to the periods of the composing sounds, the more consonant (dissonant) is the interval. This idea was first quantitatively
formulated by G. Galilei under the form of a commensurability (or coincidence) theory [2], building on previous arguments by
G. B. Benedetti [4]. As a result of the induced scientific debate [4, 5], this was later declined in a variety of models: Some of them
going in the direction of arithmetical guesses [9, 21, 22] some others being fully rooted on physical grounds, like for instance the
autocorrelation recurrence model of Ref. [23]. The hypothesis that consonance increases when the number of coincident harmonics
of the dyad is the largest gave rise to the harmonicity category, to which the model of Ref. [10] belongs. As we will argue, these
two approaches give practically the same indicators and can be considered equivalent.

The basic results for the periodicity/harmonicity models are quite general: The most consonant intervals are predicted to be those
whose frequency ratios can be expressed as a fraction involving the smallest integer numbers. All other intervals share more or less
the same degree of dissonance.

An important feature of the C &D indicators for compactness models is that they are discontinuous functions of the ratio f2/ f1.
Historically, this gave rise to criticism against these indicators [5], but also led to developing procedures to modify them in such a
way to obtain a smooth, thus more physical, curve. Another criticism that was raised is related to the (apparently negligible) role of
the phase differences in the tones composing the dyad [4], which is still an open issue [1, 24].

In the following, we first review in a somewhat original way the periodicity models, showing that the many indicators that might
be suggested are different declinations of the same basic idea. Then, we turn to the harmonicity models, showing that the associated
indicators are essentially the same as for periodicity.

3.1 Periodicity models

We now develop in some detail the approach based on periodicity by considering two sounds with frequencies f1 and f2, such that
f1 ≤ f2. The sounds might be complex or simple, that is they might have or not higher harmonics; in case of complex sounds, we
consider a harmonic spectrum. In particular, we take the lower frequency f1 at some fixed value (for instance, the middle C of an
equally tempered piano, like in our test), and let the higher frequency f2 be equal to M/N f1, where M and N are integer numbers.
We can express the ratio f2/ f1 � M/N ≥ 1 in an equivalent way, but using the smallest possible integer numbers. Defining indeed

n � N

GCD[N , M]
, m � M

GCD[N , M]
, (1)

where GCD stands for the greatest common divisor, the ratio of the frequencies of the dyad becomes

f2
f1

� m

n
≥ 1, (2)

with m and n not having prime factors in common.
With this notation, the frequency of the dyad’s waveform, f0, is simply

f0 � f1
n

� f2
m

, (3)

while its global period is T0 � 1/ f0. Notice that f0 corresponds to the missing fundamental of the dyad: Obviously, it is not present
in its spectrum, but its relevance as fundamental bass in music theory is well known [9]. The basic idea of the periodicity approach
is that the highest is the degree of consonance, the shorter is the period T0 or, equivalently, the higher is the frequency f0. Of course,
f0 must be compared with the composing frequencies f1 and f2. Since there are various ways to establish this comparison, there
will be many possible periodicity indicators. We now introduce and study quantitatively a few of them.
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Comparing f0 with the dyad’s lowest sound frequency, f1, we have as periodicity indicator the ratio

I P1 � f0
f1

� 1

n
. (4)

This extremely simple indicator, taking values from 0 to 1, suggests that the P1, P8, cP8 and all higher octaves have the highest mark,
1; the P5 follows with mark 1/2; then the P4 and the M6 get the same mark, 1/3; the M3 has 1/4; the m3, m6 and m7 have mark 1/5;
the M2 and M7 have mark 1/8. The results for the 24 chromatic intervals of the first two octaves are shown in Fig. 3. This indicator
turns out to be not fully satisfactory: As for the first octave, the equal ranking of P4 and M6 is for instance problematic; furthermore,
the high values that the indicator assumes for the cP5 and cP8 are not supported by the results of our test. The comparison of the
model results with the perceptual data will be better discussed in the following.

Comparing f0 with the dyad’s highest sound frequency, f2, one has as periodicity indicator the ratio

I P2 � f0
f2

� 1

m
. (5)

This number corresponds to the fraction of “concordant pulses,” proposed in nuce as an indicator by G. Galilei [2] himself6: Such
fraction is indeed the inverse of the “number of strikes” made by f2 inside a period of f0. The highest mark, 1, is obtained only by
the P1; the P8 gets 1/2; the P5 gets 1/3; the P4 gets 1/4; the M6 and M3 get 1/5; the m3 gets 1/6; the m6 gets 1/8; the m7 and M2 get
1/9; the M7 gets 1/15. The results for the first two octaves are shown in Fig. 3. Notice that the cP8 gets mark 1/4, as the P4. These
rankings are quite acceptable and the Galilei indicator, in its simplicity, turns out to be a surprisingly good one.

One might however guess that a better choice would be to consider the ratio of f0 and some mean value of f1 and f2. Various
indicators can be obtained, according to the choice of the mean: For the arithmetic, geometric and harmonic means, f A � ( f1 + f2)/2,
fG � √

f1 f2 and fH � f 2
A/ fG , we have

I PA � f0
f A

� 2

n + m
, I PG � f0

fG
� 1√

nm
, I PH � f0

fH
� 1

2

(
f0
f1

+
f0
f2

)
� n + m

2nm
, (6)

as shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that these three indicators give quite similar predictions, which are (not surprisingly) intermediate
with respect to the predictions of the two indicators I P1 and I P2 . The harmonic mean indicator turns out to correspond, up to a factor
1/2, to the indicator suggested by A. Frova in Ref. [9], where it is introduced as an effective quantity related to energetic arguments
about higher harmonics, thus with a different rationale with respect to ours.

In order to get more insights, we have to directly compare each model predictions with the test results. So, we have to i) normalize
the indicators to a scale from 0 to 1, in such a way that the P8 and the most dissonant interval have, respectively, mark 1 and 0; ii)
extend the indicator to the “continuum,” namely to non-integer numbers N and M, possibly implementing the effect of the frequency
discrimination power of the hearing system.

The first task is straightforward, as it just requires to introduce the normalized consonance indicator as

Ĩ PX ( f2/ f1) � I PX ( f2/ f1)/I PX (2), (7)

where X � 1, 2, A,G, H .
The second task is more complex and was addressed in many different ways, from adopting arbitrary mathematical simplifi-

cations [9, 21] to exploiting signal processing techniques [19]. We now discuss in some detail our analytical procedure for the
extension to the continuum, based on the concept of discrimination limen (DL) [25]. Suppose that m and n take all integer values
from 1 up to 50, for instance. We select the k ratios of the type m/n falling in the interval [1, 4], and we denote them by xi , with
i � 1, .., k. The associated normalized consonance indicator, Ĩ PX (xi ), is thus defined only for the k discrete values xi . Our aim is to
extend the indicator to any value of the x domain in the interval [0, 4], thus rendering it more “physical.” We recall that the ear has a
DL of about 3 Hz at the frequency of middle C (or C4), which increases up to 6 Hz two octaves above [25]. We propose to simulate
the effect of the DL by smoothing the peaks with a Gaussian7 characterized by a standard deviation equal to the DL at frequency f2,
σ � fDL( f2)/ f1 (the latter choice will be supported in the following, in connection with equal temperament). Now, the DL turns
out to be about 1/30 of the critical bandwidth (CB) [26], as derived by Zwicker et al. [25]. As the CB is frequency dependent, we

6 From the Day One of Ref. [2] (our translation): “Consonants, and with delight received, will be those pairs of tones which will strike with some order the
eardrum; which order looks for, first, that the pulses made within the same interval of time, shall be commensurable in number, so as not to keep the eardrum
in perpetual torment, [...]. The first and most pleasing consonance will be, therefore, the octave since, for every pulse given to the tympanum by the lower
string, the sharper string delivers two, so that they strike once simultaneously and once not, for each vibration of the sharper string, so that among the entire
number of pulses one-half agree to strike simultaneously. [...]. The fifth is also a pleasing, since for every two vibrations of the lower string, the sharper one
gives three, so that numbering the vibrations of the sharper string, one-third of them agree to strike simultaneously, i.e., two single pulses intervene between
each pair of concordant pulses; and in the diatesseron (fourth), three single pulses intervene. In the second, that is in the sesquioctave (with ratio 9/8), it is
only every ninth pulses of the sharper string which reaches the ear in concordance with one of the lower; all the others are discordant and produce a harsh
effect upon the recipient ear which interprets them as dissonants”.
7 Our choice of a Gaussian is reasonable but, of course, it is not the unique possibility.
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Fig. 3 Periodicity indicators of C &D, as defined in Eqs. (4), (5) and (6): from top to bottom, I PX is displayed, with X � 1, H,G, A, 2

fix for definiteness f1 to C4. The extension to the continuum can be made by calculating the distance |x − xi |, for all xi such that
|x − xi |< 2 σ (x), and evaluating the corresponding value for the periodicity consonance indicator CP

X (x), defined as

CP
X (x) � Maxi Ĩ

P
X (xi ) e

− (x−xi )2

2 σ (x)2 . (8)

The result is a continuous function, with smoothed peaks such that, within (beyond) about 3 (6) Hz from a peak, the consonance
function does not (might) change significantly. We performed a psychoacoustic test to check that this is indeed the case: For example,
focusing on the peak of the P5, within 3 Hz from the peak we found, according to our judgment, that the quality of the perceived
consonance is not much affected despite the appearance of some roughness, while beyond about 6 Hz, we assessed that the perception
turns into dissonance.

The continuous function CP
X for the harmonic mean and Galilei indicators, having X � H, 2, is shown in Fig. 4. We can see

that the general trend of the data is well reproduced but, to be precise, there are various weak points. The model’s predictions are in
general lower than the data points. As for the first octave, the consonance of the P5 and the P4 is underestimated by all models; the
Galilei indicator turns out to be the best one here. In addition, none of the models explains the trend of the dissonances close to P1.
As for the second octave, the harmonic mean accounts well for the cP5 and cP8, but the other data points are missed.

These considerations are supported by the reduced chi-square analysis. By using the results of our test with 38 intervals, we
calculate the reduced chi-square values for all the periodicity models previously introduced and display them in Table 1. Values of
reduced chi-square smaller (larger) than 1 signal a good (poor) agreement between model and observations. The periodicity models
turn out to be quite accurate: The values of the chi-square are slightly bigger than 1. In particular, the best models turn out to be the
harmonic and geometric mean ones. For comparison, we also show the values of the chi-square obtained using the smaller subset
of the 12 standard intervals of the first octave: In this case, the Galileo model turns out to be the best one.

So far, no difference was introduced for simple and complex tones. The harmonic spectrum of two complex harmonic sounds is
given by the two sets of frequencies {ni fi }, with i � 1, 2 and ni � 1, 2, 3, .... The missing fundamental frequency f0 of all such
frequencies is the same as in the case of pure sounds: This justifies the use of the indicators previously introduced for both simple
and complex sounds.

However, one might want to slightly modify the indicators in order to account for the increased consonance effect induced by
harmonics. For instance, the periodicity indicator with X � 1 might be generalized to a sum of all the ratios of the kind f0/(n1 f1),
with weights wn (in some relation with the Fourier coefficients of the complex sound),

f0
f1

→
∑

n1�1,2,...

wn1

f0
n1 f1

� f0
f1

⎛
⎝1 +

∑
n1�2,...

wn1

n1

⎞
⎠ ≡ f0

f1
(1 + N ), (9)

where w1 � 1 and N is a constant. The normalized generalized indicator is obtained by dividing the above expression by the value
that it takes at the octave, namely 1 + N : One thus ends up precisely with the original indicator, f0/ f1. Similar considerations apply
for all other periodicity models. This shows that the inclusion of the increased consonance effect induced by harmonics requires a
dedicated approach, to be discussed in the following.
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Fig. 4 Extension to continuum for two periodicity models: We show the function CP
X , with X � H, 2, from top to bottom, and compare it with the data

from our test

In the appendix, Sect. B, we comment on some other proposed periodicity indicators that cannot be simply rooted on physical
grounds (in the sense that they cannot be expressed as simple functions of f0/ f1 and f0/ f2) and should rather be seen as mathematical
guesses: This is the case for the Euler’s dissonance indicator called “gradus suavitatis” [22], and for the “relative periodicity”
dissonance indicator suggested in Ref. [21].

3.2 Harmonicity models

The similarity of the harmonic spectrum, that is to what extent the harmonics of the two complex sounds of the dyad are in common,
is another criterion to express the compactness of the dyadic signal. It thus provides an alternative way to define a compactness
consonance indicator: This is the harmonicity approach, that we now discuss in detail.

A coincidence for the harmonics happens if the relation n1 f1 � n2 f2 can be fulfilled for some n1 and n2. In the case it is, the
lowest coincidence of the harmonics happens for the smallest possible values of n1 and n2, to be denoted by nc1

1 and nc1
2 . Since the

relation above implies

n1

n2
� f2

f1
� m

n
, (10)
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Fig. 5 Extension to continuum for the harmonicity model of GP [10]: We show the function CH
GP and compare it with the data from our test

where m and n are already as small as possible, we learn that the first coincidence happens for nc1
1 � m and nc1

2 � n. The second
coincidence happens for nc2

1 � 2m and nc2
2 � 2n, the third for nc3

1 � 3m and nc3
2 � 3n, and so on.

A consonance indicator based on harmonicity is thus some function that increases when nc1
1 � m and nc1

2 � n are as small as
possible or, equivalently, when 1/nc1

1 � 1/m and 1/nc1
2 � 1/n are as large as possible. This is precisely the same request as in the

case of the periodicity indicator: This shows that the two approaches are basically equivalent.
A couple of explicit examples of harmonicity indicators are for instance the functions

1

2

(
1

nc1
1

+
1

nc1
2

)
� m + n

2mn
,

1

nc1
1

1

nc1
2

� 1

mn
, (11)

where the first is indeed equal to the harmonic mean periodicity indicator, I PH � f0/ fH , while the second is equal to the square of
the geometric mean periodicity indicator, I PG � f0/ fG . These two examples explicitly show that the criterion of having nc1

1 and nc1
2

as small as possible is equivalent to asking f0 to be as large as possible when compared to f1 and f2.
Anyway, one might guess that the similarity of the harmonic content of the two sounds, hence the associated indicator, should

also depend on the amplitudes of the harmonics, namely on timbre. Denoting the weight function for the contribution of the ni -th
harmonics by wni with i � 1, 2, one can build an indicator along these lines as

I Hw �
∑

n1,n2�1,2,...

wn1 wn2 δ(n1 f1 − n2 f2) � wn
c1
1

wn
c1
2

+ wn
c2
1

wn
c2
2

+ .... , (12)

where δ is the Dirac delta function. In particular, using wni � 1/nα
i , where α is a positive real number, one has

I Hα � 1

(nc1
1 nc1

2 )α
+

1

(nc2
1 nc2

2 )α
+ ... � 1

(mn)α

(
1 +

1

4α
+

1

9α
+ ...

)
≡ 1

(mn)α
Nα. (13)

The largest contribution to the sum comes from the first coincidences, nc1
1 and nc1

2 . This harmonicity indicator is thus related to
the geometric mean periodicity indicator, I Hα � (I PG )2α Nα . The associated normalized and extended to continuum consonance
indicators are related by

CH
α � (CP

G )2α. (14)

As an explicit example, we take α � 1/3 and estimate the related chi-square for our 38 intervals test: The agreement between this
model and the perceptual observation is even better than for periodicity models, as can be seen from Table 1.

The general result is thus that harmonicity models are equivalent, even numerically, to some combination of periodicity ones.
This is the case also for the “percentage similarity,” an harmonicity consonance indicator proposed by Gill and Purves [10]

CH
GP � m + n − 1

mn
, (15)
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which is already normalized to range [0, 1]. Notice that CH
GP � 1 for all the frequency ratios such that n � 1, namely those of the

type m/1, where m � 1, 2, 3, .... This indicator turns out to be related to the harmonic and geometric mean periodicity indicators as
follows:

CH
GP � 2I PH − (I PG )2. (16)

It was however proposed as harmonicity indicator, with the physical meaning of expressing, in relation to the harmonic expansion
of the missing fundamental f0, the fraction of harmonics that are in common with the dyad, over the total number of them, up to the
first coincidence between f1 and f2. This can be seen as follows. The first coincidence happens at nc1

1 � m and, since f1 � n f0,
it corresponds to the (mn)-th harmonic of the series of f0. The harmonic series of f0 and f1 have m overlapping harmonics below
m f1, while the harmonic series of f0 and f2 have n overlapping harmonics below n f2; in both cases, the highest overlap is the first
coincidence of the harmonic series of f1 and f2: The number of common harmonics among f0 and the dyad is thus m + n − 1.
The ratio among the common harmonics and all harmonics, up to the first coincidence,8 is thus given by Eq. (15): It represents the
strength in the perception of the missing fundamental f0 (that for the sounds of our test corresponds also to the “virtual pitch” [18]).

The extension to the continuum for the Gill and Purves harmonicity consonance indicator, CH
GP, is shown in Fig. 5. One can see

that there is an overall agreement with the data points, but that the model underestimates some consonances in the first octave (like
the P5 and P4), while it overestimate others in the second octave (like cP5 and cP8). The related chi-square values are displayed in
Table 1. It turns out that, for the full set with 38 intervals, this model is even slightly better than the best periodicity models.

Other models related to harmonicity are those that, building on the concept of virtual pitch [18], define some distance between
“pitch class sets” [19, 20]. As already mentioned, these models consider intervals and compound intervals to be equivalent by
construction, ending up with the same predictions for the first and second octave. As this is against observational evidence from our
test and common experience, here, we do not further consider these models.

4 The roughness approach and related models

The roughness approach to explain C &D was proposed by Helmholtz [6] and later refined by many subsequent studies, among
which Refs. [11–13, 24, 27–31]. The related consonance function is naturally continuous but, as will be discussed in the following,
the roughness models reproduce the perceptual data more poorly than the compactness models. Here, we review the main results of
the previous literature models and study two directions for possible improvements.

Plomp and Levelt (PL) [11] incorporated into the Helmholtz roughness approach the effect of the CB [26], relying on the data
collected by Zwicker, Flottorp and Stevens (ZFS) [25]. According to these data, the CB is well fitted by the curve

b( f̄ ) � (0.003) f̄ 1.47 + 90) Hz, (17)

where f̄ � ( f1 + f2)/2, and f1, f2 are the beating frequencies; in the range 100–500 Hz, the CB is nearly constant and equal to 100
Hz, and then increases proportionally with frequency. PL found that the maximal roughness between two pure tones is not fixed at
33 Hz as assumed by Helmholtz, but it rather corresponds to intervals of about 25% of the CB. They modeled the dissonance of a
dyad of pure tones by introducing a function (see Fig. 10 of Ref. [11]), to be called g(z), such that

d( f1, f2) � g(z), (18)

where z � | f1 − f2|/b( f̄ ). The curve g(z) vanishes in z � 0, has a maximum at z � 0.25 and reaches smoothly zero at z � 1.
Multiple parameterizations of such curve have been given by various authors [28, 31, 32], but none of them (including the PL
original curve) takes into account the DL, as they display a non-vanishing value for dg(z)/dz in z � 0. The DL is approximately 1/30
of the CB and corresponds to zDL � 1/30. In order to account for the DL, here, we adopt a slight modification of the polynomial
fit proposed by Dillon [31], such that

g(z) � 0.761(1 − e
− z2

0.062 ) for 0 ≤ z ≤ 2zDL, g(z) � 4.906 z (1.2 − z)4for 2zDL < z ≤ 1.2, (19)

with g(z) � 0 for z > 1.2.
Following the approach of Helmholtz [6], the dissonance of two complex tones with harmonic series {n1 f1} and {n2 f2}, where n1

and n2 are integer numbers taking values from 1 up to nmax, is obtained by adding the dissonance values due to the beatings between

8 One might wonder what happens to the indicator of Eq. (15) by considering harmonics up to the k-th coincidence. Actually, there is no change. Indeed, the
k-th coincidence happens at nck � km and, since f1 � n f0, it corresponds to the (kmn)-th harmonic of the harmonic series of f0. The harmonic series of f0
and f1 have km overlapping harmonics below km f1, while f0 and f2 have kn overlapping harmonics below kn f2; the highest overlap is the k-th coincidence
of the harmonic series of f1 and f2: The number of common harmonics among f0 and the dyad is thus km + kn − k � k(m + n − 1). Both the numerator
and the denominator in Eq. (15) get a factor k, so that finally CH

GP remains precisely the same.
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Fig. 6 Left: Values of the weight functions (described in the text), for α � 2, α � 1, β � 0.7, N � 7. Right: Dissonance values, in logarithmic scale, for
the models of Plomp and Levelt (PL) [11], Hutchinson and Knopoff (HK) [13], and for the model with α � 1 described in the text

all pairs of harmonics. For the sake of generality, we allow for different weights for the contribution of the various harmonics: The
roughness dissonance indicator for the Y model is thus

DR
Y � 1

NY

nmax∑
n1,n2�1,2,...

wY
n1

wY
n2

d(n1 f1, n2 f2), (20)

where Y is some parameter characterizing the weight function wY
n , and the denominator NY is a proper normalization introduced

to obtain values for DR
Y in the range [0, 1]. Without losing generality, one can always choose the weight of the dyad’s fundamental

frequencies f1 and f2 to be equal to one. According to the roughness approach, the consonance encodes the absence of roughness
due to first-order beatings between all pairs9 of harmonics:

CR
Y � 1 − DR

Y . (21)

In their work [11], PL considered two complex tones with six harmonics of equal weights, as shown in Fig. 6, and used the
CB of ZFS [25]. The consonance function for the PL model, CR

PL, is shown in Fig. 7, fixing f1 to the frequency of the middle C.
Consonant intervals turn out to be related to simple frequency ratios and the hierarchy in order of decreasing consonance is quite
reasonable; however, the model predictions do not agree with the results of the test, being often too high. In addition, the rankings
display three problems: The M6 is too consonant, even more than the P4, while it is common to expect the opposite; the M3 is more
dissonant than the m3, while it is common to have the inverse; the consonance increases too much for widely separated intervals
spanning more than one octave. On top of this, as for the consistency of the model, the choice of using only six harmonics implies
that some simple frequency ratios (those having an integer greater than 6 in the numerator or denominator) are missed, because
there is no local enhancement corresponding to them [28]; by increasing the number of harmonics while keeping equal weights for
all of them, more peaks appear, but at the price of having an even less realistic hierarchy in order of decreasing consonance. For all
these reasons, many attempts were made to improve the PL model.

Among the many studies appeared after PL [11], a relevant contribution was done by Hutchinson and Knopoff (HK) [13], who
addressed some of the problems above by including weights for the harmonics. In particular, they considered nmax � 10 and the
weight function wα

n � 1/nα , with α � 1, as shown in Fig. 6. They did not use the ZFS [25] CB, as done by PL, but a much
smaller one, based on older data sets.10 We denote the consonance function for this model by CR

HK and display it in Fig. 7, for a
direct comparison with the roughness model of PL. One can see that the HK curve is even more squeezed toward the highest values
than the PL one.11 In order to better visualize the results of the HK model, we show in the right panel of Fig. 6 a plot (inspired by
a similar one of Ref. [13]) showing the dissonance in a logarithmic scale, while the abscissa displays the intervals according to a
classical ranking. The HK model predicts a better ordering for the rankings with respect to the PL model: The rankings for the P4
and M6 are equivalent, and the M3 is more consonant than the m3. From the work of HK, one cannot infer whether this is due to
the introduction of the weights or rather to the different choice of CB.

9 We do not include the auto-dissonance of a complex tone as this would provide a small constant term. For instance, even assuming wn � 1, with nmax � 7,

the auto-dissonances of C4 and C5 are O(10−3) and O(10−2), respectively.
10 For pure tones for instance, taking a m3 interval with f1 fixed at C4, the PL and HK models predict, respectively, a significant and a negligible amount
of roughness: d( f1, f2) � 0.56 for PL, and d( f1, f2) � 0.13 for HK. Our direct experience with beatings at the frequencies of such example supports the
PL choice of the CB.
11 Despite this, the model of HK turned out to be the most successful one among all roughness and periodicity models studied in Ref. [7], when confronted
to the test results of Bowling et al. [17]. The reason might be the following: If one calculates the logarithm of the HK dissonance model prediction and, after
a suitable normalization and rescaling, compares it with the linear Bowling data without the data point of the P8, then one finds a reasonable agreement for
the other data points.
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Fig. 7 A few roughness models: Plomp Levelt (PL) [11], Hutchinson and Knopoff (HK) [13], and the model with α � 1 described in the text. The frequency
f1 is fixed to C4

In order to clarify this point, we calculate the consonance of Eq. (21), taking nmax � 10, weights of the type wα
n � 1/nα with

α � 1 and use the CB of ZFS [25]: The consonance function CR
α of this model is shown in Fig. 7. The problems with the ordering

of P4 and M6 are alleviated with respect to the PL model, while those of the ordering between M3 and m3 are solved: These
improvements are thus due to the introduction of a more suitable weight function, rather than to the choice of CB made by HK. Yet,
some of the predictions of the α model with α � 1 are very problematic: For instance, the TT and the m6 are more consonant than
the M3, as can be seen also by inspecting the right panel of Fig. 6. So, it is clear that this model is not fully satisfactory either. Notice
also from Fig. 7 that all three models predict a too large consonance for many dyads, in particular those of the second octave.12

Table 2 displays the results of the calculation of the reduced chi-square for the three roughness models introduced so far. The
values obtained are definitely larger than those obtained for the compactness models.

Notice that the α model with α � 1 can be considered to be the reference roughness model in relation to our data points, which
were obtained by using sounds with 10 harmonics and Fourier coefficients decreasing as 1/n. The relation between the “perceived
timbre” given by the weights in Eq. (20) and the true timbre of the sounds (given by its Fourier coefficients) being unknown, the
simplest working hypothesis that can be formulated is that they are equal. One should anyway be aware that the weight functions in
Eq. (20) are of psychoacoustic type, as they encode all the processing done by the hearing system, also at neuronal level [1].

In the following, we study whether a particular model or some generalization of the roughness approach can provide better results.
We first explore various weight functions, with the property that the consonance results are stable with respect to the addition of
more harmonics. As a second direction, we consider the possibility of accounting not only for the primary beats of the mistuned
unison, as done so far, but also for the well-known secondary beats of mistuned consonances [14], like the mistuned octave and
fifth.

We start by considering various forms for the weight functions, in particular those of the types wα
n � 1/nα , w

β
n � 1/β(n−1) and

wN
n � 1 − (n − 1)/N , which are shown in Fig. 6 for the particular values α � 2, α � 1, β � 0.7 and N � 7. With respect to the

reference weight function with α � 1, the weight function with α � 2 simulates a perceived timbre poorer in harmonics, while the
weight functions with β � 0.7 and N � 7 simulate a perceived timbre richer in harmonics. Figure 8 shows the predicted consonance
for these models. One can see that the richer is the perceived timbre, the more the peaks are defined; in addition, the results of the
models with a richer perceived timbre and those of the reference model are not very different, apart from the regions close to the P5
and P8. As a general result, the P4 turns out to be at most as consonant as the M6, while the M3 results more consonant than the m3.
Even with a richer perceived timbre, these models predict too much consonance, in particular for the second octave, so that many
of the data points of our test are missed and the results of the chi-square do not improve significantly, as can be seen in Table 2.

Secondly, we consider the effect of including the mistuned consonances associated with the P8 and P5 [14]: Indeed, one can
guess that the impact of adding these secondary beats might be significant. Such inclusion can be made by adding to the dissonance
associated to first-order beatings, d( f1, f2) � g(z), the dissonance associated to the second-order beatings, which we model by

dB2( f1, f2) � c8 [g(z| f1→ f1/2) + g(z| f1→2 f1 )] + c5 [g(2z| f1→2/3 f1 ) + g(2z| f1→3/2 f1 )], (22)

12 An ingenious (but ad hoc) solution was proposed in Ref. [27], where it was suggested to introduce a global weight factor with the function of suppressing
the predictions for the largest intervals.
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Fig. 8 Roughness models and the effect of various weight functions: From top to bottom α � 2, α � 1, β � 0.7, N � 7. We take nmax � 10 and use the
CB of ZFS

where c8 and c5 are real coefficients, to be determined experimentally. We performed a related perceptual test and found that
reasonable values can be considered to be c8 ∼ 1/2 and c5 ∼ 1/4. Notice that, while the CB for the mistuned unison and the
mistuned octave are experimentally comparable, the CB for the mistuned fifth is smaller. According to our test, the latter is about
1/2 of the CB for the mistuned unison: This is the origin of the factor 2z in the last two terms of the equation above. We do not
introduce other well-known mistuned consonances, like for instance the mistuned fourth as, according to our test, its effect is too
weak. The dissonance of complex tones can be evaluated by replacing d with d + dB2 in Eq. (20) and properly normalizing the
resulting function to the range [0, 1]:

DR
YB2

� 1

NY

nmax∑
n1,n2�1,2,...

wY
n1

wY
n2

(d(n1 f1, n2 f2) + dB2(n1 f1, n2 f2)). (23)

To assess the impact of this extension, we consider the α and N models, with α � 1 and N � 7. In both cases, we take nmax � 10
and use the CB of ZFS. The bottom panel of Fig. 9 displays three models denoted by CR

α , for which c8 � c5 � 0; CR
α8

, for which
c8 � 1/2 and c5 � 0; CR

α85
, for which c8 � 1/2 and c5 � 1/4. We can see that the introduction of the mistuned octave is effective

in explaining the data points around the P8, where there is a sharp peak emerging over many dissonant intervals; has a good but
insufficient impact on the peak of the P5 and cP5; helps in suppressing the M6 with respect to the P4. The further introduction of the
mistuned fifth has a negligible impact in general, apart from the intervals around the P5 itself, that emerges better over the intervals
between the TT and the m6; the suppression is however not enough to explain the data (further increasing the coefficient c5 would
not be justified as the beats of the mistuned fifth are subdominant). In the bottom panel of Fig. 9, we focus on the three models
denoted by CR

N , CR
N8

and CR
N85

, corresponding to the same choices of c8 and c5 done in the upper panel. In this case, the peak around
the P5 is better defined, but there is no significant improvement in reproducing the data points.

Table 2 shows the results of the calculation of the reduced chi-square for these improved models. Considering the full data sets
with the 38 intervals, one can see that the impact of the mistuned octave and fifth induces a significant decrease in the value of the
chi-square which, however, does not go below 2.7, even for CR

N85
, the best performing model. We conclude that, globally, the results

of the roughness models, when improved by using proper weight functions and especially by including the effects of the mistuned
octave and fifth, are encouraging, but cannot explain the data points in a fully satisfactory way.

5 The combined effect of compactness and roughness

We just concluded that, despite the many good features, roughness models do not reproduce the data points in a satisfactory way.
It seems that some other ingredient has to be introduced: Indeed, the focus of roughness models is to assign penalties, rather than
prizes. On the contrary, the compactness models provide essentially prizes for the simplicity of the waveform of the signal, but do
not assign increasing penalties to increasingly non simple ratios of dyad’s frequencies. A complete model of C &D should both give
prizes for the compactness of the signal and penalties for the presence of beats.
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Fig. 9 Roughness models and the effect of the second-order beats. Top: The CR
α model with α � 1 and from top to bottom, c8 � c5 � 0, c8 � 1/2 and

c5 � 0, c8 � 1/2 and c5 � 1/4. Bottom: The same as before but considering the model CR
N with N � 7. We take nmax � 10 and use the CB of ZFS

We thus propose to directly combine the two approaches, simply summing two representative indicators in each category. The
combined consonance indicator is given by the weighted sum of a compactness model, of the periodicity or harmonicity type, and
a roughness one:

C tot
X,Y � F CP/H

X + (1 − F)CR
Y

NX,Y
, (24)

where X and Y specify the particular compactness and roughness models, respectively, F is the fractional contribution of period-
icity/harmonicity with respect to roughness, and NX,Y is a normalization factor. Of course it is not obvious that this automatically
corresponds to a better model than its constituents. Only the comparison with the perceptual data can reveal whether this is the case.

We consider all possible combinations of the periodicity/harmonicity models CP
1,H,G,A,2 and CH

GP , with the roughness models

CR
α and CR

α85
, taking α � 1: We show the results of the reduced chi-square in Fig. 10, as a function of the parameter F. The solid

and dashed lines refer to our 38 intervals test and its subset with the 12 standard intervals, respectively. For large (small) values of
F, the combined model is dominated by the compactness (roughness) model constituent.
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Fig. 10 Values of the reduced chi-square for the indicated combined models, as a function of the parameter F, representing the percentage of the contribution
of compactness with respect to roughness. We select all possible combinations of the periodicity/harmonicity modelsCP

1,H,G,A,2 andCH
GP, with the roughness

models CR
α and CR

α85
, taking α � 1. Solid and dashed lines refer to our 38 intervals test and its subset with the 12 standard intervals, respectively

We first focus on the results associated to the 38 intervals test (solid lines in Fig. 10). In all the considered cases, it turns out that
the reduced chi-square of the combined model has a minimum which is significantly smaller than the chi-square of the constituent
models; the inclusion of the mistuned octave and fifth reproduces the data slightly better and is characterized by a lower value of F.
The more pronounced minimum is found for the combined models havingCP

G ,CP
A andCP

2 as constituent models, together withCR
α85

.
For these three best performing models, including the effect of the mistuned octave and fifth, the minimum of the chi-square is found
at F ≈ 58% and is slightly smaller than 0.3, signaling an impressive agreement between such theoretical models and perceptual
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Table 3 Reduced chi-square values for the indicated combined models with α � 1 and the indicated range of F, for our 38 intervals test and its 12 intervals
subset

C tot
X,α85

, X � G, A, 2 C tot
X,α

, X � G, A, 2 C tot
1,α

χ̃2
38 � 0.3, 50% � F � 65% � 0.5, 65% � F � 80% � 0.7 , 65% � F � 75%

χ̃2
12 � 0.4, 30% � F � 50% � 0.7, 50% � F � 80% � 0.8 , 50% � F � 60%

Fig. 11 Values of the reduced
chi-square for our 38 intervals
test, as a function of the parameter
F, for the three models
corresponding to the combination
of the arithmetic mean model with
three different roughness models
including the second-order beats:
the models with α � 1 (solid
blue), α � 2 (dashed blue) and
N � 7 (solid pink)

Table 4 Difference between the frequency f2 of a tone in the equal temperament and the corresponding frequency in the just intonation scale, keeping fixed
f1 � 261.63 Hz

C� D D� E F F� G G � A A� B

	 f2 [Hz] − 1.88 − 0.66 − 2.82 2.60 0.39 3.72 − 0.44 − 3.30 3.96 − 4.76 3.33

observations. The less pronounced minimum is found for the combined models having CP
1 and CH

GP as constituent models, together
with CR

α ; in any case, the minimum is smaller than 0.7. Table 3 summarizes these results. Notice also that, for all models, the
minimum of the reduced chi-square is reached for 50% � F � 80%.

It is interesting to compare the latter values for the reduced chi-square, with those derived by using only the subset corresponding
to the 12 standard intervals (dashed lines in Fig. 10). Also, for this case, it is found that the reduced chi-square of all combined
models has a minimum which is significantly smaller than the chi-square of the corresponding constituent models; in addition, the
inclusion of the mistuned octave and fifth reproduces the data slightly better and is characterized by a lower value of F. Notice that,
in general, χ̃2

12 is worse than χ̃2
38 for the compactness-dominated models with large F (except C tot

2,α85
), while it is better than χ̃2

38 for
the roughness-dominated models with small F. For intermediate values of F, it turns out that the minima of the reduced chi-square
are obtained for slightly smaller values of F with respect to those of the 38 intervals case. In any case, the values of the reduced
chi-square minima do not vary significantly using the standard 12 rather than the full set with 38 intervals, especially for the best
performing models, like C tot

2,α85
. This is precisely what one expects from a good theoretical model: The reduced chi-square should

not vary much by varying the number of experimental points used in the analysis.
These findings show in a robust way that, independently on the model details, the perception of C &D relies in a cooperation of

compactness and roughness, with similar weights. As discussed, this conclusion holds for both our data set with 38 intervals and its
subset with 12 intervals, with the former requiring a slightly larger contribution of the compactness model of choice.

To simulate the uncertainty in modeling the perceived timbre of the sounds of the test, we study the reduced chi-square for the
combination of the arithmetic mean model with different roughness models including the second-order beats, like the models with
α � 2 and N � 7, as shown in Fig. 11, where we consider the full 38 intervals test. The model with β � 0.7 is not shown as it
gives results overlapping with the model with α � 1. One can conclude that making different choices for the weight functions has
a quite small impact on the chi-square. In particular, the choice of the α model with α � 1 is a good representative one.

Explicit examples of the C &D combined model functions are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. In particular, in the upper panel of
Fig. 12, we show the combination with F � 58% of the arithmetic mean periodicity model with the α � 1 roughness model,
with or without mistuned octave and fifth. In general, the agreement with the data points is quite impressive, apart from the slight
underestimate of the P5. One can also appreciate the small but relevant effect of including the mistuned octave and fifth. The results
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Fig. 12 Combined models of compactness and roughness: The top (bottom) panel shows the consonance function obtained by summing, with the indicated
weight F, the arithmetic mean (Galileo) periodicity model with the roughness model with α � 1, with and without the inclusion of the mistuned beats of the
octave and fifth

of the reduced chi-square (for the 38 intervals test) are 0.3 and 0.6, respectively, with and without the inclusion of second-order
beats. Another interesting combined model is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 12: Here, the compactness model is taken to be the
Galileo periodicity model. With the choice F � 50%, the consonance peaks of the first octave are better reproduced. The results of
the reduced chi-square (for the 38 intervals test) are again extremely good, 0.3 and 0.9, respectively, with and without second-order
beats. This simple combined model turns out to be, in our opinion, very satisfactory.

As further examples, in the upper (lower) panel of Fig. 13 we show the combination with F � 60% (F � 50%) of the harmonic
mean (Galileo) periodicity model with the β � 0.7 (N � 7) roughness model, with or without mistuned octave and fifth. Also in
these cases, the agreement with perceptual data is very satisfactory.

We did not try to optimize the values of c8 and c5 for the sake of reducing as much as possible the chi-square. Our goal here is to
show the importance of combining the compactness and roughness approaches to explain C &D, so that the optimization of these
parameters is beyond the goals of this work. However, we checked that c8 should be quite close to 1/2 in order to fit the perceptual
data; c5 can be taken in the range 1/6 − 1/3, as the model predictions depend mildly on such parameter.

A few comments are in order about how to interpret our results in the case of a 12-tone equally tempered scale. We focus for
definiteness on the combined model C tot

2,α85
with F � 50%. In Fig. 14, the values of the consonance function corresponding to the
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Fig. 13 Combined models of compactness and roughness: The top (bottom) panel shows the consonance function obtained by summing, with the indicated
weight F, the harmonic mean (Galileo) periodicity model with the roughness model with β � 0.7 (N � 7), with and without the inclusion of the mistuned
beats of the octave and fifth

notes of the 12-tone equal temperament are emphasized with circles. Keeping fixed f1 at the frequency of middle C, in Table 4, we
show, for each tone of the equal temperament in the first octave, the quantity 	 f2, defined as the difference between the frequency
f2 of the tone in the equal temperament and the corresponding one in the just intonation scale. One can see from Fig. 14 that
in general the equal temperament circles are quite close to the just intonation peaks, the larger differences occurring, among the
perfect and imperfect consonances, for the M6, M3 and m3: In any case, even these circles remain within the error bars of the
test. This result is meaningful because, by direct experience, it is well known that the quality of a consonance is slightly—but not
dramatically—worsened in the case of the equal temperament with respect to the just intonation scale, and that, among the perfect
and imperfect consonances, the largest effect indeed occurs for the M6, M3 and m3.

Notice that these findings also support our choice of smoothing the peaks with a Gaussian whose standard deviation is identified
with the DL, which is about 3 Hz for the first octave above middle C. In the case of a standard deviation significantly smaller than
the DL, the peaks in Fig. 14 would be so sharp that the consonance values of the equally tempered intervals would decrease too
much, down to the values outside the peaks. In the case of a standard deviation significantly larger than the DL, the peaks would be
broader, and the consonance values of the equally tempered intervals would get too close to the peak values of just intonation.
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Fig. 14 Combined models of compactness and roughness and 12-tones equally tempered scale: The consonance function C tot
2,α85

with F � 50% is shown,
emphasizing with circles the values corresponding to the 12 tones of the equal temperament

Finally, one might wonder about the dependence of our results on the tone spectrum. Clearly, a slight change in the harmonic
content of the tones is expected to have a slight effect on the test results, so that the chi-square values of the consonance indicators
studied here should be slightly affected. On the other hand, expanding the test to include, for example, timbres from several well-
known instruments would require to generalize the models, especially the roughness ones, with weights describing arbitrary timbres.
This is beyond the goal of the present work and would deserve a dedicated study. In any case, the present results about the necessity
of including both compactness and roughness in building a consonance indicator would not be affected.

6 Overview and conclusions

The actual functioning of our hearing system is still mysterious [1]. In Western music, the definition of C &D for a dyad is related
to the psychoacoustic perception of its degree of unity and division. This perceived degree should correspond to some objective
characteristic of the dyad’s sound signal. Many generations of scientists have been fascinated by this correspondence and took over
the challenge of explaining on physical grounds the rankings in the C &D of musical intervals [3–5]. The present work has the goal
of giving a contribution to the long standing and still open debate about the effectiveness of physics arguments in explaining the
sensations of C &D.

We showed that the proposed approaches are in general based either on some sort of compactness of the dyadic signal waveform
or on the absence of roughness due to beatings. The compactness of the waveform can be seen either as the shortness of the waveform
period or as the highest number of overlapping harmonics. Notice that the waveform period is called, in psychoacoustics, the period
of the missing fundamental, while in musical theory, it corresponds to the period of the fundamental bass.

Deeming insufficient the former tests based on the 12 dyads of the natural chromatic scale only, we conducted a test on 38 dyads,
including compound and microtonal intervals. The sounds were generated with a “neutral” timbre, composed of 10 harmonics with
amplitudes falling as 1/n. We used the results of this detailed test in order to compare theoretical models with perceptual observations,
by means of the chi-square test.

We reviewed in a critical way the proposed approaches based on compactness and roughness, discussing many model realizations
for each category. The models were in part taken from the former literature, while others were are originally developed here.

As for the periodicity models, we provided a unified description of many possible indicators, including the one based on Galilei’s
argument [2], which turns out to be quite accurate. We gave mathematical proofs of the fact that the periodicity and harmonicity
models are essentially equivalent. We introduced a simple analytical way to extend the compactness consonance indicators to the
continuum, in a way to include the effect of the discrimination limen. As can be seen from Table 1, the values of the reduced
chi-square for our 38 intervals test are encouraging, as they are close to unity. However, the compactness consonance functions,
as those represented in Figs. 4 and 5, turn out to underestimate many data points of our test. This approach assigns prizes for the
simplest frequency ratios, but does not give increasing penalties for increasingly complex ratios.
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As for the roughness models [6], we first reviewed in a critical way a few historical models from the literature [11, 13] and then
discussed directions for further improvements. In particular, we investigated the role of the weight functions in association with the
perceived timbre and the impact of including second-order beatings related to the mistuned octave and fifth. The latter turns out
to be particularly relevant. As one can see from Table 2, the results of the reduced chi-square test for our set of 38 intervals, even
including second-order beats, are worse than those of compactness models. Figures 8 and 9 show that this is due to the fact that the
roughness consonance functions largely overestimate many data points of our test.

We then explored the effect of combining the compactness and roughness approaches, studying many combinations of repre-
sentative models from the two categories. For this sake, we introduced the parameter F, which encodes the relative weight of the
selected compactness model over the roughness one. Figure 10 shows that, for all possible combinations, the value of the reduced
chi-square has a minimum smaller than one and significantly lower than the reduced chi-square of the constituent models. Including
the beats of the mistuned unison, the minimum is found for F ∼ 50%. As it appears from Figs. 12 and 13, the consonance functions
of the combined models accurately account for the data points of our test. In addition, as can be seen from Fig. 14, the consonance
results for the equal tempered tones are meaningful and realistic.

We thus conclude that the physical properties represented by compactness and roughness are both necessary ingredients for an
effective phenomenological explanation of the psychoacoustic sensations of C &D.
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Appendix 1: Results of our 38 intervals test

The numerical results of our 38 intervals test for a group of 20 participants are collected in Table 5. For each frequency ratio, f2/ f1,
the mean value and the associated standard deviation are given.
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Table 5 Results of our 38
intervals test

f2/ f1 Mean SD Name

33/32 0.067 0.126

16/15 0.025 0.064 m2

11/10 0.047 0.084

9/8 0.123 0.152 M2

7/6 0.153 0.186

6/5 0.306 0.138 m3

11/9 0.256 0.149

5/4 0.569 0.155 M3

9/7 0.334 0.185

4/3 0.677 0.124 P4

11/8 0.234 0.178

7/5 0.224 0.138 TT

16/11 0.15 0.122

3/2 0.85 0.089 P5

14/9 0.219 0.136

8/5 0.378 0.119 m6

18/11 0.325 0.178

5/3 0.609 0.225 M6

7/4 0.291 0.190 h7

9/5 0.273 0.135 m7

11/6 0.184 0.150

15/8 0.188 0.107 M7

27/14 0.117 0.121

2/1 0.979 0.058 P8

33/16 0.086 0.130

32/15 0.157 0.122 cm2

9/4 0.319 0.144 cM2

12/5 0.409 0.143 cm3

5/2 0.628 0.176 cM3

8/3 0.575 0.160 cP4

14/5 0.325 0.150 cTT

3/1 0.814 0.093 cP5

16/5 0.384 0.179 cm6

10/3 0.550 0.183 cM6

7/2 0.400 0.165 ch7

18/5 0.334 0.141 cm7

15/4 0.312 0.144 cM7

4/1 0.825 0.121 cP8

Appendix 2: Other periodicity models

We discuss here a couple of interesting indicators whose expressions are not clearly rooted on physical grounds and, in our opinion,
rather represent mathematical guesses.

Despite its name, the Euler’s gradus suavitatis [22], dE , is a dissonance indicator, as it increases with the dissonance. For dyads
whose frequency ratio is f2/ f1 � m/n, it is defined as

dE � 1 +
∑

i�1,...,k

mi (pi − 1), (25)

where p1, p2, ... are the prime factors in the factorization of the product m n � pm1
1 pm2

2 ...pmk
k , and mi are integers and nonzero. For

the frequency ratios considered in our 38 intervals test, dE ranges from 2 to 18; one can define a normalized consonance indicator
CE , with values in the range [0, 1], as CE � 1 − (dE − 2)/16. We calculated the associated reduced chi-square and found that it is
equal to 3.0, hence worse with respect to the values displayed in Table 1, found in relation to other compactness models.
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Reference [21] introduces two “relative periodicity” dissonance indicators, dS1 � n and dS2 � log2 n. Considering our 38
intervals, the highest n is 32, while the lowest is 1: One can thus normalize the first indicator by introducing the consonance indicator
CS1 � 1 − (dS1 − 1)/31. Also the second dissonance indicator can be turned into a normalized consonance indicator, given by
CS2 � 1 − dS2/5. These consonance indicators have a high value of the reduced chi-square, respectively, 13.9 and 2.3. Despite this,
according to Ref. [21], these indicators should be slightly better than many others (including the percentage similarity of Gill and
Purves [10]), as for the linear correlation with some ranks extracted by Schwarz et al. [15]: The reason is that Ref. [21] correlates
the ordering of the ranks, not the ranks themselves.
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